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Understanding electron-electron correlations in matter ranging from atoms to solids represents a grand challenge
for both experiment and theory. These correlations occur on attosecond timescales and have only recently become
experimentally accessible. In the case of highly excited systems, the task of understanding and probing correlated
interactions is even greater. In this work, we combine state-of-the-art light sources and advanced detection
techniques with ab initio calculations to unravel the role of electron-electron correlation in D2 photoionization
by mapping the dissociation of a highly excited D2

+. molecule. Correlations between the two electrons dictate
the pathways along which the molecule dissociates and lead to a superposition of excited ionic states. Using
3D Coulomb explosion imaging and electron-ion coincidence techniques, we assess the relative contribution of
competing parent ion states to the dissociation process for different orientations of the molecule with respect to
the laser polarization, which is consistent with a shake-up ionization process. As a step toward observing coherent
superposition experimentally, we map the relevant nuclear potentials using Coulomb explosion imaging and show
theoretically that such an experiment could confirm this coherence via two-path interference.
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I. INTRODUCTION30

As the simplest and most abundant molecule in the universe,31

the hydrogen molecule represents an important test bed for de-32

veloping a complete understanding of molecular physics on the33

smallest spatial and fastest vibrational temporal scales. For ex-34

ample, electron double-slit experiments have been performed35

on the level of a single molecule [1], fast nuclear motions36

have been observed [2,3], and tests of quantum electrody-37

namics concepts have been implemented in chemical systems38

[4]. Ultrafast laser technology and ultrafast high-harmonic39

pulses enable unprecedented capabilities for capturing and40

controlling electron dynamics in small atoms, molecules, and41

materials on femtosecond and even subfemtosecond timescales42

[5–18]. In parallel with the rapid development of novel ultrafast43

experimental techniques, full quantum simulations that include44

correlated electron-electron and electron-nuclear motions have45

become possible in simple diatomic molecules such as H246

and D2.47

In this context, extreme ultraviolet (XUV) high-harmonic48

pulses and infrared (IR) fields have been successfully used to49

control molecular dissociation of H2/D2 after photoionization50

by steering the reaction with unprecedented precision [19–23].51

More recently, coherent attosecond pulse trains in the vacuum52

UV regime made it possible to coherently control the dynamics53

of an excited neutral D2 molecule for the first time [24]. 54

Previously, the dynamics of high-lying electronic states of 55

a hydrogen molecule was out of reach for traditional VUV 56

sources typically used in femtochemistry. Novel applications 57

have also used attosecond XUV techniques to unravel the pho- 58

toionization delays between direct and the shake-up ionization 59

in atomic targets [25] or to explore the effect of the coupled 60

electron and nuclear motion in hydrogen molecules [26]. In the 61

helium atom, it was found that due to the pure electron-electron 62

correlation effects, the photoionization delays are occurring 63

on a sub-10-attosecond timescale. Trying to progress from a 64

two-electron helium atom to a simple two-electron molecular 65

system and understanding electron-electron correlations in a 66

highly excited hydrogen molecule are particularly challenging 67

from both a theoretical and an experimental point of view. In 68

particular, understanding electron-electron correlations and the 69

coherences in a rapidly dissociating molecular system, where 70

nearly exact theoretical calculations are still tractable, clearly 71

helps us to develop concepts necessary to understand dynamics 72

in more complex molecular systems or correlated materials. 73

In this work, we combine ultrafast and synchrotron XUV 74

sources with electron-ion 3D coincidence imaging techniques 75

to explore the relevance of electron-electron correlations in the 76

dissociative photoionization of D2 leading to a highly excited 77

D2
+∗ molecule—the region whose dynamics has not been 78

2469-9926/2018/00(0)/002500(9) 002500-1 ©2018 American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Correlated electron-electron and nuclear wave packet
dynamics in D2 + hν → D2

+ + e−. Ultrashort and synchrotron XUV
pulses with energy centered at 42.6 eV (42 eV) were used to excite a
highly correlated manifold of electronic states in D2

+. The subsequent
dissociative process, following the photoionization, was mapped
by using time-resolved IR pulses and Coulomb-explosion imaging.
Dashed vertical lines indicate the Franck-Condon boundaries.

explored thus far. In particular, we determine the branching79

ratios for different dissociative ionization channels associated80

with this molecular shake-up process as a function of the81

molecular orientation with respect to the laser and XUV82

polarization. As seen in Fig. 1, a short 42.6 eV high-harmonic83

pulse first ionizes the neutral molecule, which is hereby excited84

into high-lying dissociative electronic states of the parent85

ion. Although most of the D2
+ molecules are left in the86

ground state of the ion, a small fraction of them undergoes an87

excitation-ionization (shake-up) step, where a second electron88

is excited simultaneously during the photoionization process.89

Such a process is depicted in the upper-left panel of Fig. 1, and90

is only possible when the two electrons are tightly correlated91

[27 ]. Due to the steep potentials of the highly excited H2
+

92

states, the outgoing electron can continuously share the energy93

with the H2
+∗ ion left behind. By using a time-delayed infrared94

probe pulse, combined with electron-ion coincidence imaging95

techniques, we map the energy distributions of the molecular96

fragments, which provide an indirect measurement of the97

nuclear potentials. When combined with advanced ab initio98

calculations that include the coupled nuclear and electronic99

motions, we draw two significant conclusions. First, we find100

that the dynamics, captured in the molecular Coulomb explo-101

sion (upper-right panel of Fig. 1), is dominated by the excitation102

of the 2sσg state, regardless of the molecular orientation with103

respect to the light polarization. The experimental data rule 104

out the naïve model based on a single-active electron picture: 105

one-electron s → p dipole transitions within an independent 106

particle model should favor excitation into the 2pπu state, 107

particularly for the perpendicular orientation. Second, the 108

dissociation process results in a superposition of nuclear 109

wave packets evolving simultaneously on different potential 110

energy curves of the parent ion, mainly those associated 111

with the 2pπu and 2sσg electronic states. Since these states 112

dissociate into the same energy limit, Coulomb imaging of the 113

dissociation process always reflects a mixture of both states. 114

Simulations confirm the presence of coherence and suggest 115

that a similar Coulomb imaging experiment could readily 116

observe it by measuring interference between the 2pπu and 117

2sσg states. Moreover, by using the synchrotron XUV photons 118

of similar energy, we obtain molecular-frame photoelectron 119

angular distributions (MFPADs) showing strong electron- 120

electron correlation effects. In this way, we capture effects that 121

help us fully understand how electron interactions drive the 122

nuclear dynamics in the excitation process of the molecular 123

ion Rydberg states. We offer this time-resolved study of the 1124

coupled electron-nuclear dynamics and quantitative analysis 125

of the electron-electron correlation effects that govern the 126

branching ratios for different orientations of the D2
+∗ molecule 127

dissociating into the n = 2 limit. 128

II. POLARIZATION ORIENTATION EFFECTS IN THE 129

TIME-RESOLVED ELECTRON-NUCLEAR DYNAMICS 130

We use a 42.6 eV XUV ultrashort pump pulse, synchronized 131

with a probe IR laser (7 84 nm) to, first, excite and then 132

map the dynamics of the highly excited molecular ion in a 133

COLTRIMS (cold target recoil ion momentum spectroscopy) 134

geometry [28]. The absorption of the XUV pulse ionizes the 135

neutral D2 molecule, creating a superposition of highly excited 136

electronic states in the molecular ion, as shown in Fig. 1. 137

The excited D2
+∗ ion can then dissociate along several co- 138

herently populated pathways, upon the XUV photoionization, 139

leading to D+ + D(n = 1) [corresponding to the D2
+(1sσg and 140

2pσu) molecular states] and D+ + D(n = 2) [corresponding 141

to D2
+(2sσg,3pσu,3dσg,2pπu,3dπg,4f σu)]. Here n is the 142

principle quantum number. As the molecular ion dissociates, 143

with the nuclei following the steep potential energy curves 144

of the D2
+∗ states, the fragmentation dynamics is mapped 145

by ejecting the second electron using a strong IR laser field. 146

The delayed arrival of the IR pulse interrupts the dissociation 147

process D2
+∗ → D+ + D(n) at a specific time, by ejecting the 148

second electron and leaving behind two bare deuterons that 149

undergo Coulomb explosion. The latter step is equivalent to 150

projecting the superposition of nuclear wave packets, created 151

by the XUV pulse, onto the Coulombic 1/R potential energy 152

curve associated with the doubly ionized molecule (where R is 153

the internuclear separation). The kinetic energy release (KER) 154

and emission direction (parallel or perpendicular to the laser 155

polarization) of the two Coulomb-exploding deuterons is then 156

measured as a function of the XUV-IR time delay. 157

For the experimental pump-probe setup, we have used a 158

high-power (25 W), high repetition rate (10 kHz) Ti:sapphire 159

laser system coupled to a COLTRIMS coincidence electron- 160

ion detection setup. Most of the laser energy (≈1.7 mJ) was 161

002500-2
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FIG. 2. Measured and calculated dissociative pathways of the highly excited D2
+ electronic states. (a) and (b) Measured nuclear kinetic

energy release (NKE or KER) versus IR time delay for the dissociation events perpendicular and parallel to the XUV/IR polarization direction.
The dotted line represents the mean KER of the ion yield for each IR delay value. In the perpendicular case, the coherent superposition of
the 2sσg and 2pπu dissociative pathways gives a slightly lower mean KER curve compared with the parallel case, where the 2sσg is the
largest contribution. (c) and (d) Theoretical calculations for the NKE vs IR time delay with two dissociative pathways, taking into account
electron-electron correlation and coupled nuclear wave packet dynamics, for the parallel and perpendicular orientation of the molecule with
respect to the light polarization. In (c) and (d) we also include the mean KER corresponding to two truncated simulations where only one
individual (incoherent) path is included: 2pπu in red dotted line or 2sσg in magenta dotted line.

coupled into a waveguide filled with Ar to generate harmonics,162

which were then refocused into a supersonic D2 gas target163

using a pair of XUV multilayer mirrors, coated to reflect the164

harmonic centered at 42.6 eV, as shown in Fig. 1. The central165

photon energies of the harmonics were controlled by tuning166

the gas pressure in the waveguide, while COLTRIMS enables167

simultaneous detection of ion and electron 3D momenta [29–168

31], allowing us to analyze both single and double ionization169

events in coincidence with electrons, and differentiate various170

ionization channels. We infer initial molecular orientation171

relative to the laser polarization from the orientation of the172

molecular fragments. The residual laser energy was spatially173

and temporally recombined with the high harmonic beam in174

a collinear geometry. By using a delay stage with a 10 cm175

range and a 260 as step size, we could scan from attosecond176

to femtosecond relative time delays. The duration of the high-177

harmonic-generation pulse was ≈10 fs, while the IR pulse du-2 178

ration was 30 fs. The probe IR intensity was 5 × 1012 W/cm2.179

The IR intensity is strong enough to ionize the excited states of180

D2
+∗, while it is too weak to excite or ionize the ground state of181

D2. The electron-ion coincidence experiments were performed182

at beamline 9.3.2 of the Advanced Light Source synchrotron183

ring at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory applying184

the COLTRIMS technique as well. The 3D-vector momenta185

of the electrons and ions were calculated from the position 186

of impact and the times of flight of each particle; from the 187

momenta the directions and kinetic energies were derived and 188

transformed into the molecular frame. Because of the light 189

electron mass, the electron momentum is about 2.5% of the 190

heavy-particle momentum only, leading to a nearly back-to- 191

back fragmentation of the D+ ion and D atom, which hence 192

represents the molecular axis at the time of photodissociation. 193

The measured time-resolved double-ionization yields, 194

which map how the excited molecule dissociates along several 195

potential energy curves, are shown in Fig 2. In Figs. 2(a) and 196

2(b), we show the experimental KER distribution of the two D+
197

ions (originating from the same D2
+∗ molecule), as a function 198

of the delay between the XUV pump and the IR probe pulses, 199

for the molecules dissociating perpendicular and parallel to 200

the XUV polarization, respectively. In Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) we 201

present the corresponding calculated KERs. The simulation 202

takes into account both electron-electron correlation during 203

the ionization process and the coupled nuclear wave packet 204

dynamics during the dissociation. The agreement between 205

experiment and theory depicting the branching ratios of the 206

2pπu and 2sσg states is very good. Additionally, the theory 207

shows quantum beating modes for short time delays. Those 208

are associated with transitions via the 2pπu and 2sσg ionic 209

002500-3
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states that reflect as oscillations in the double-ionization yields210

for delays of 20–30 fs [see Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)]. For the211

theoretical simulations, we used an ab initio method to describe212

the interaction with the attosecond XUV pulse. The ionization213

probabilities for the one-photon absorption process from the214

ground state of the D2 molecule are obtained from the exact215

solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation including216

electron correlation terms and nuclear motion. In brief, the217

time-dependent wave function is expanded in a basis set of218

Born-Oppenheimer states, resulting from an L2 close coupling219

method. In this expansion, the bound states of D2 are obtained220

by performing a configuration interaction calculation in a basis221

of antisymmetrized products of one-electron functions, and222

the continuum states are obtained by solving the multichannel223

scattering equations in a basis of uncoupled continuum states224

that are written as products of a one-electron wave function225

for the bound electron and an expansion on spherical harmon-226

ics and B-spline functions for the continuum electron. The227

multichannel expansion includes the six lowest ionic states228

(1sσg,2pσu,2pπu,2sσg,3dσg, and 3pσu) and partial waves229

for the emitted electron up to a maximum angular momentum230

lmax = 7 enclosed in a box of 60 a.u., which amounts up to231

around 61 000 discretized continuum states. We thus compute232

the photoionization amplitudes for linearly polarized light for233

the process D2(1$g
+) + hν → [D2

+(nlλg,u) + e1
−(l)] 1&u,3 234

where 1&u corresponds to the total final symmetry (1$u
+

235

for parallel transitions and 1'u for perpendicular ones). For236

a given final symmetry, for instance 1'u, electrons will be237

ejected with even angular momenta leaving behind the ion238

in the D2
+(2pπu) state and odd angular momenta leaving239

behind the D2
+(2sσg) state. We have found that the excitation240

probability for populating doubly excited Q3 and Q4 states,241

which lie in the vicinity of the above D2
+ states and autoionize242

on a femtosecond timescale, was significantly smaller than243

the probability for ionization + excitation into the states that244

correlate to the n = 2 limit. Thus, the contribution to the total245

double-ionization yield from these states, in this experiment,246

is negligible. We have checked that for the electron kinetic247

energies involved in the single-ionization process considered248

in this work, the transition amplitudes are converged. We249

computed the one-photon ionization probabilities after the250

interaction with a 7 fs duration XUV pulse centered at 42.6 eV251

(42 eV to compare with the synchrotron radiation simulations)252

and with an intensity of 1012 W/cm2. Then, the wave packet253

created in the highly excited ion after interaction with the254

pump XUV pulse can be written as a coherent sum over255

vibronic states associated with the D2
+∗ ionic channels α =256

2sσg,3pσu,3dσg,2pπu,3dπg,4f σu, and an electron in the257

continuum with energy εα:258

*(E,t) =
∑

α

∑

εα

∑

υα

Cα,εα,υαe−iEεα,υαtψα,εα(r,R)χυα(R).

(1)

In this expression, the vibronic states with energies Eεα,υα259

are descripted as a product of an electronic (ψα,εα) and a260

nuclear (χυα) wave function, corresponding respectively to261

the electronic (εα) and vibrational (υα) continua associated262

with the α channel. The coefficients Cα,εα,υα are the accurately263

computed single-ionization amplitudes. Notice that, for each264

channel α, the total energy E is shared by both electrons 265

and nuclei. When this wave packet is interrogated by the 266

probe pulse, leading to an emission of the second electron and 267

subsequent Coulomb explosion, different paths leading to the 268

same KER are possible. The action of the delayed IR field to 269

induce the full breakup of the molecule is modeled as a sudden 270

vertical transition in which the D2
+ nuclear wave packet is 271

projected onto the 1/R potential energy curve of the doubly 272

ionized molecule, using the FC approximation; therefore the 273

KER differential double ionization probability is given by 274

P (KER,t) ∝
∑

εα

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

α

∑

υα

⟨χυf |χυα⟩e−iEεα,υαtCα,εα,υα

∣∣∣∣∣

2

.

(2)

This equation is the result of the following assumptions for 275

the probing step: (i) all electronic dipole couplings between 276

the vibronic states populated by the pump pulse and those 277

populated by the IR pulse are independent of the internuclear 278

distance, and (ii) the energy of the electron emitted by the pump 279

pulse is preserved during the probing step. Both are reasonable 280

approximations for the structureless double electronic contin- 281

uum that is reached by the combination of the pump and the 282

probe pulses. Equation (2) reveals the relative phases between 283

the vibronic states that conform to the wave packet in (1), giving 284

rise to the observed oscillations in P (KER,t) as a function of t. 285

As all of the α channels contained in the pumped wave packet 286

dissociate into the same limit, H(n = 2) + H+, the amplitude 287

of the oscillations eventually vanishes for longer time delays 288

(R). The oscillations are not seen in the experimental data 289

mostly because the ionization by the IR probe pulse requires 290

absorption of many photons, a process that connects several 291

dipole matrix elements, and not a simple projection of the D2
+

292

wave packet into the 1/R state. 293

To better see the individual contributions of the wave 294

packets associated with the highly excited ion, in Fig. 3 we 295

plot the KER distributions, i.e., vertical cuts from Fig. 2, for 296

the perpendicular and parallel orientations corresponding to 297

two chosen time delays: 24 fs in the upper panels and 60 fs in 298

the lower panels. We observe a very good agreement between 299

the experimental and theoretical results, with distinct time- 300

dependent KER profiles for different molecular orientation. 301

Note that irrespective of the orientation of the molecule relative 302

to the polarization and the time delay between the two photon 303

pulses, the maximum of the KER distribution does not coincide 304

with the maxima of the individual channels 2pπu or 2sσg 305

(yellow and violet full lines in Fig. 3, respectively), which 306

in turn appear at different kinetic energies. On the contrary, 307

the molecule tends to dissociate in a superposition of the 308

2pπu and 2sσg states. For the dissociation in the direction 309

perpendicular to the XUV polarization, the 2sσg and the 2pπu 310

states are equally contributing to the overall KER shape. On 311

the other hand, the 2sσg dominates the dissociation in the 312

parallel direction [Fig. 3(b)]. The differences between the 2pπu 313

and 2sσg channels are a consequence of the energy and R 314

dependence of the electronic dipole couplings. It is the relative 315

value of these couplings that is at the origin of the actual profiles 316

observed in the double-ionization yields (orange full line in 317

Fig. 3). This graph suggests that the D+ yield can be controlled 318

002500-4
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FIG. 3. 1D KER snapshots. (a) Nuclear kinetic energy releases of the Coulomb-exploding molecule at 24 fs and 60 fs delays for the
perpendicular dissociation show the snapshots of the dissociative nuclear wave packets at different internuclear distances. Experimental (with
error bars) and theoretical data (full orange line). Violet and yellow lines: truncated models including only a single path, through the 2sσg

(violet line) or through the 2pπu (yellow line). The theory shows that the 2sσg contribution is the largest. (b) Same for the parallel dissociation
case, where the 2sσg is again the dominant channel, although the 2pπu has a smaller relative contribution. In this case, however, the NWP
dissociating along the 2pπu potential is doing so at higher velocities compared with the parallel case, separating thus faster from the 2sσg states.
We note here that even at 60 fs delay, there is still an overlap between the two NWPs.

by the combined action of the XUV and the IR pulse (for more319

details see the Supplemental Material [34]).320

The molecular orientation with respect to the light po-321

larization determines not only the yield of the total double-322

ionization signal, as seen in Fig. 2 by comparing the left323

and right panels, but also the KER of the fragments obtained324

after the Coulomb explosion. These polarization-dependent325

features are solely due to the distinct dynamics initiated by326

the XUV pump pulse. For each light polarization, a different327

nuclear wave packet is created with components [dictated by328

the single-ionization amplitudes in Eq. (1)] that evolve along329

their corresponding dissociative pathways (see Fig. 1). The330

dissociation is mostly governed by the coherent excitation331

of the dominant channels: the 2sσg and 2pπu states. Their332

relevance in the interrupted ultrafast dissociative photoioniza-333

tion of D2 can be partly disentangled from the measured D+
334

yields. The value of the KER for the bare deuterons observed335

at long time delays already discards the contribution of states336

correlated with the dissociative channel D+ + D(n = 1), as337

schematically depicted in Fig. 1 (KER = E1 + E2). All the338

ionic states dissociating into D+ + D(n = 2) would, however,339

lead to similar values of the KER, although, as we will further340

show below, by examining the single-ionization step, their341

relative weight strongly depends on the molecular orientation.342

III. SIGNATURE OF ELECTRON-ELECTRON343

CORRELATION IN ULTRAFAST MOLECULAR344

DISSOCIATION AFTER SINGLE IONIZATION345

In addition to the time-resolved experiments, we also346

performed fully differential synchrotron COLTRIMS exper-347

iments at a photon energy of 42 eV that reveal the correlated 348

excitation mechanisms in the molecular-frame photoelectron 349

angular distributions (MFPADs) upon single ionization. In 350

Fig. 4(a) we show electron-ion coincidence measurements, 351

averaged over all electron and deuteron angles, which were 352

used to identify the states excited by the XUV pulse. These 353

data are in excellent agreement with those obtained from 354

near-exact theoretical calculations [Fig. 4(d)] that account 355

for electron-electron correlation in the initial ground state as 356

well as in the final states, and during the interaction with 357

the XUV pulse. The photoelectron energies (electron kinetic 4358

energies, EKE) were measured in coincidence with the kinetic 359

energy of the D+ ions (KER) upon dissociative ionization, 360

D+ + D(n). The signals leading to deuterium atoms in a given 361

n state, D(n), follow the energy-conservation lines defined by 362

KER + EKE = [hν −EDIP(n)], where hν = 42 eV and EDIP(n) 363

is the dissociative ionization potential for the D+ + D(n) chan- 364

nel, namely EDIP(n=1) = 18.15 eV and EDIP(n=2) = 28.36 eV. 365

These energy-conservation values appear along two diagonal 366

lines in Figs. 4(a) and 4(d) and correspond to total energies of 367

∼ 24 eV for n = 1 and ∼ 14 eV for n = 2. The contributions of 368

the 1sσg and 2pσu states are clearly distinguishable along the 369

coincidence line for n = 1, because a vertical transition from 370

the ground state to each of them leads to a distinct nuclear 371

KER, 0–2 eV and 14–21 eV, respectively. The corresponding 372

signals are weak, which would already explain their minor 373

contribution in the time-resolved experiment (see Fig. 2). 374

Moreover, ejection of the second electron from these channels 375

requires an absorption of a large number of IR photons— 376

much larger than required for ejecting an electron from highly 377

excited states (which lie ∼ 10 eV closer to the double-ionization 378
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FIG. 4. XUV single ionization probabilities. (a) Nuclear kinetic energy release (KER in y axis) was measured in coincidence with the
photoelectron energy (EKE in x axis) using COLTRIMS and 42 eV synchrotron radiation to identify all the channels dissociating in the
D(n = 1) and D(n = 2) dissociative limit. Contributions from parallel and perpendicular dissociation against the polarization axis are here
averaged (see text). Coincidence dashed lines NKE + EKE = [42 −EDIP(n)] (see text) show maximum available energies of ∼ 24 eV and
∼ 14 eV for the D(n = 1) and D(n = 2) dissociation limits, respectively. (b) and (c) Experimental MFPADs for two different electron energies
and the molecular axis fixed perpendicular to the XUV polarization (as indicated by the purple arrows) show the signature of both D2

+(2sσg)
and D2

+(2pπu) electronic states. The insets show the two electron energy slices (∼ 0.5 eV and ∼ 4 eV) selected from the broad electron kinetic
energy distribution in the region of the D(n = 2) limit. (d) Theoretical single ionization probabilities computed for a 7 fs XUV pulse centered
at 42.6 eV with an intensity I = 1012 W/cm2. As in (a), molecules are randomly oriented with respect to the linearly polarized XUV light. (e)
and (f) Calculated (thick dashed line) and renormalized experimental (squares) ion yields for the D2

+∗ → D+ + D(n = 2) dissociation limit
for the perpendicular and parallel dissociation directions, integrated over all electron energies. The dominant contributions to the total yield
[i.e., dissociative photoionization probabilities for n = 2 from (a) and (d) integrated over EKE, in thick dashed line] mostly come from the
D2

+(2sσg) (blue) and D2
+ (2pπu) states (green), with the 2sσg state being the main excitation channel in both orientations. Higher lying states

within the D(n = 2) manifold barely contribute and only the D2
+(3pσu) (magenta) and D2

+(3dσg) (brown) are shown in the figure.

threshold). Thus, the probability of this process occurring is379

very unlikely.380

The ionization features of the highly excited states381

fully overlap along the n = 2 coincidence line due to382

the repulsive character of all the relevant states in the383

Franck-Condon (FC) region and their degeneracy in the384

separated-atom limit. All the D2
+∗ states corresponding to385

D(n = 2)[2sσg,3pσu,3dσg,2pπu,3dπg,4f σu] lead to similar386

electron kinetic energies, ranging from 0 eV to 6 eV, and387

deuteron energies, from 7 eV to 14 eV, which correspond388

to the upper and lower limits of the overlap between the389

ground-state nuclear wave function and the nuclear wave390

functions associated with the highly excited electronic states391

in the Franck-Condon region (see Fig. 1). Their relative392

population for a particular molecular orientation can be partly393

elucidated by examining the electron angular distributions394

obtained in the synchrotron radiation experiment [Figs. 4(b)395

and 4(c)] and are unambiguously determined from the ab initio396

results for the single-ionization probabilities [Figs. 4(e) and 397

4(f)]. In Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), we show MFPADs for two electron 398

energies (0.5 and 3.5 eV) along the electron-ion coincidence 399

line n = 2 for the molecular axis fixed perpendicular to the 400

XUV light polarization direction. Both MFPADs show a 401

significant contribution from electrons ejected perpendicular 402

to the polarization axis. When irradiating a one-active-electron 403

atomic target, photoionization from an s state, using linearly 404

polarized light, leads to a p-wave dipolar emission pattern 405

with a node located at right angles with respect to the 406

polarization axis. In contrast, in a two-active-electron atom 407

such as He, photoionization above the He+(n = 2) threshold 408

(i.e., excitation + ionization with a single photon), which 409

proceeds through the He(2sεp), He(2pεs), and He(2pεd) 410

channels, may produce a superposition of s, p, and d waves 411

(with more complex nodes) whose components depend on the 412

photoionization branching ratios. For a single-active-electron 413

molecule (e.g., H2
+) absorbing linearly polarized light 414
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perpendicular to its molecular axis, the dipole selection415

rules impose that photoionization from the 1sσg state can416

only lead to continuum states of πu symmetry, hence to417

MFPADs displaying, as in single-active-electron atoms, a418

nodal plane perpendicular to the polarization vector. This is419

why the dominant excitation of the 2sσg in Fig. 3(a) was420

surprising. However, for multiple-active-electron molecular421

targets, even as simple as D2, the results of Figs. 4(b) and422

4(c) show a significant contribution in the dipole-forbidden423

region of space. This is caused by the correlation between424

the ejected photoelectron and the bound electron, which has425

also been excited by the single XUV photon. Since this bound426

electron is promoted to a repulsive state of D2
+, it acquires427

a part of the photon energy, but it also acquires part of its428

angular momentum, while the remaining energy and angular429

momentum is taken away by the escaping photoelectron430

[32]. Compared with the time-resolved data [Figs. 2(a), 2(c),431

and 3(a)], where the excitation probability of the 2sσg and432

the 2pπu states is averaged over all the electron energies in433

the FC region, the MFPADs in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) provide434

additional information for the relative ratios of different435

electronic channels as a function of the electron energy.436

From Fig. 1, and the correlation energy diagram shown in437

Fig. 4(a) (n = 2 limit), we see that a low-energy electron is438

associated with the high-energy D+ ion in the FC region. Thus,439

the low-energy-electron MFPAD diagram in Fig. 4(b) can be440

associated mostly with the upper, 2sσg state, while the MFPAD441

associated with the high-energy electron [Fig. 4(c)] should be442

predominantly coming from the lower, 2pπu state. However,443

due to the steep potentials in the FC region, it is obvious444

that both MFPADs have complex angular distributions with445

different ratios of the σg and the πu angular characteristics.446

A similar conclusion can be obtained from the MFPADs447

with ions dissociating parallel to the XUV polarization.448

As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the 2sσg state dominates the449

dissociation in the parallel direction. Thus, the MFPAD450

with the most isolated 2sσg character should be coming451

from the molecule dissociating along the XUV polarization,452

and should be associated with the low-energy electron.453

Figure SM4c (in the Supplemental Material [34]) presents454

such a case, and, indeed, shows the most isotropic electron455

angular distribution. For a full data set of MFPAD figures for456

different molecular-axis orientations see the Supplemental457

Material [34]. In short, whereas the ground state of D2458

can be described as a configuration interaction of the form459

1$g
+[1sσg(1)1sσg(2) + . . . + 2sσg(1)2sσg(2) + 2pπu(1)460

2pπu(2) + . . .], the excitation-ionization states can461

be described as correlated configurations of the form462

1$u
+[2sσg(1)εsσu(2) + 2pπu(1)επu(2) + . . .] (parallel463

orientation) and 1'u[2sσg(1)επu(2) + 2pπu(1)εσg(2) + . . .]464

(perpendicular orientation). Accordingly, while the ionic465

channels D2
+(2sσg) and D2

+(2pπu) clearly participate in466

both orientations, the MFPADs are determined by the partial467

waves coming from ejected electrons described by εσu and468

επg states in the parallel case, and επu and εσg states in469

the perpendicular case. Then the MFPADs cannot be simply470

analyzed with a one-active-electron model. Compared to the471

previous work done with lower photon energy, where the472

molecule dissociates in the n = 1 limit [33], these highly473

differential MFPADs indicate the existence of a strong mixing474

between the σ and π states of D2
+ for both the parallel and 475

perpendicular dissociation cases (see also the molecular frame 476

movies in the Supplemental Material [34] for the complete 477

angular dependence picture). 478

Finally, in Figs. 4(e) (parallel) and 4(f) (perpendicular 479

orientation), we plot the measured and calculated yields of the 480

D+ ions upon the XUV excitation process in the asymptotic 481

n = 2 dissociation limit, integrated over the photoelectron 482

energy. Note that the electron-ion coincidence map, shown 483

in Fig. 4(d) for randomly oriented molecules, is obtained 484

with the weighted average of both orientations (1/3 parallel 485

+ 2/3 perpendicular). We include the calculated individual 486

contributions from the four lowest electronic states within the 487

n = 2 [2sσg,3pσu,2pπu, and 3dσg] limit, together with the 488

total yields measured in the synchrotron radiation experiment, 489

confirming that the dominant ionization channels correspond 490

to the 2sσg and 2pπu states. The data in Figs. 4(d) and 4(f) are 491

comparable to the long-delay data shown in Fig. 2, where the 492

dissociation process is finished. Similarly to the time-resolved 493

evolution of the dissociative process, the yields of the D+ ions 494

in the asymptotic dissociative region, shown in Figs. 4(e) and 495

4(f), immediately reveal that both parallel and perpendicular 496

excitations involve the 2sσg and 2pπu states, with 2sσg being 497

the main excitation channel in both cases. Again, these results 498

cannot be explained by a single-active-electron picture, where 499

only the 2pπu state would be populated in a perpendicular 500

transition from the 1sσg state. In contrast, for n = 1, i.e., the 501

ionization case where the outgoing electron does not interact 502

with the second electron, a similar one-active-electron picture 503

predicts that the 2pσu state should mainly contribute to the 504

parallel transition, which is in agreement with the results of 505

our ab initio calculations. 506

It is worth noting that before this experiment was done, it 507

was not obvious to us that in both directions of the dissociation, 508

the molecule would be excited in a coherent superposition 509

of the 2sσg and the 2pπu states, with different excitation 510

amplitudes of the two electronic states at hand. In our first 511

try, we manifestly failed to reproduce the experimental data 512

shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) by modeling of the dynamics 513

on an assumption that only the 2sσg D2
+ state is populated 514

for the parallel orientation, and the 2pπu state is exclusively 515

populated for the perpendicular one. Only by performing 516

nearly exact calculations, that include the electron-electron 517

correlations in the excitation step, we were able to reproduce 518

the data and show that, for both orientations, the molecule is 519

ionized in a coherent superposition of these two states, with 520

different relative weights of the two electronic states. To the 521

best of our knowledge, this complex shake-up process has not 522

been theoretically discussed in the literature and is far from 523

intuitive since the total excitation probability—which dictates 524

the subsequent rapid dissociation—depends strongly on the 525

electron-electron correlation effects, molecular orientation, 526

and the overlap of the H2 ground state wave function with 527

the steep H2
+∗ potentials in the Franck-Condon region. 528

Once the dominant D2
+∗ excitation channels are properly 529

identified, the time-resolved data, shown in Figs. 2 and 3, 530

can be fully understood. First, the relative signal intensity for 531

each molecular orientation is a consequence of the different 532

probabilities for single ionization into the D2
+ 2sσg and 2pπu 533

states. Both of them are much larger for the perpendicular than 534
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for the parallel case [see Figs. 4(e), 4(f)]. Second, the higher535

asymptotic value of the KER for the parallel case is the result536

of the larger population of the D2
+ 2sσg state [larger, but not537

dominant; see Figs. 4(e), 4(f)], which lies higher in energy538

than the D2
+ 2pπu state in the FC region. None of these539

two features would be observed in the absence of electron-540

electron correlation either in the D2 electronic states or during541

the ionization/excitation process. Ultimately, electron-electron542

correlation is responsible for changes in the relative population543

of these states due to changes in the polarization direction of544

the incoming light, thus leading to a certain degree of control545

of the D+ yields under the combined action of the XUV and546

the IR pulses (see the Supplemental Material [34] for more547

information).548

IV. SUMMARY549

In conclusion, we have used perfectly synchronized ultra-550

short high-harmonic XUV and IR pulses, combined with ion551

3D momentum imaging detection techniques, to respectively552

ionize the D2 molecule and map the dissociation dynamics553

of a highly excited D2
+ molecular ion. We have also used554

synchrotron radiation and electron-ion coincidence imaging555

to perform highly differential single-ionization measurements556

to reveal electron correlation effects as seen in the molecular-557

frame photoelectron angular distributions. Advanced theory558

shows that the presence of correlations between the two559

electrons in D2 dictates the photoexcitation and the resulting560

dissociation processes. Due to the highly correlated nature of561

this process, we have found that the mapping of the rapid562

XUV-induced dissociation dynamics shows up in the form563

of a coherent superposition of several electronic states. The564

quantitative analysis of the correlation effects in this highly 565

excited region of H2
+ would be important for future attosecond 566

XUV/XUV pump/probe experiments that would allow for 567

measuring of the molecular-frame temporal coherences, as 568

seen in Fig. 2(c). Also, we envision that the use of single- 569

attosecond XUV pulses would allow for perfect control over 570

the localization of the electron wave function in the n = 2 571

dissociative limit. 572
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